Join the Lorax and EPA by doing your part every day.
We can all fight global warming by making easy changes at home and at school.
Learn more at energystar.gov/kids.
ENERGY STAR SUPER SLEUTHS

Can you find the ENERGY STAR qualified laptop, refrigerator, washing machine, lamp, window, door, air conditioner, and light bulb? The choices your family makes and the way you use them helps keep a healthy environment for the LORAX and his friends.

More ways to help with ENERGY STAR.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) encourages you to learn more about what you can do at energystar.gov/kids. Share what you learn with your friends and family!
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The LORAX is proud to speak for the earth. Without it, what would our future be worth? Now, he needs you to be of assistance. And to the Once-lers among us offer resistance. Join EPA in spreading the word. Then finally the voice of the earth will be heard.

CONNECT THE FRUIT
The Bar-ba-loots need energy from the fruit to play. Connect the fruit to reveal a surprise that will brighten their day.

Save water! And Save the Truffula Trees!
Make sure the washing machine is full when you turn it on!

Don't leave doors and windows open when you're heating or cooling your home.

Energy Saving Reminder Sign

Lorax Helpers Remember to:
- Turn Off
- Close
- Unplug
- Reuse
- Recycle
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GRICKLE-GRASS MAZE
Help the LORAX through the maze.
And discover a tip to more energy-efficient ways.

Remember to unplug electronics you’re not using to avoid unnecessary energy use.

WORD SEARCH
The hidden words in this puzzle are ways that you can help protect the environment. Find all the words and with the help of ENERGY STAR® become a Lorax helper.

REDUCING AKLPXCE
EGADLVSYZXLBFUN
UEKUEFGHKLRANLE
SGZUIMALSNESYR
IWDYNBNGAKLTSCHUG
NCLEANWATERSPMFY
GHCLUDNQAKYKEHUS
ZEDTREESACLWCMWT
TOGETHERNESSSTMJAS
RECICLINGZQXUR

REDUCING | REUSING | CLEAN AIR | TREES | TOGETHERNESS | RECYCLING
RESPECT | CFLS | ENERGY STAR | CLEAN WATER | ANIMALS | PLANTS
FUN WITH SAVING MATCH GAME

There are creatures that need saving and ENERGY STAR solutions to help. Cut along the dotted lines and test your memory by matching the pairs and see what a difference we can all make together.

Turn off lights, the TV, and other electronics when you’re done with them.
Do-It-Yourself Seuss!

Fill in the blanks to write your own poem and see how the world will look if we all find ways to save energy and protect the environment.

If we all work hard to ___________ the earth
    and try to ___________ energy
    From ___________ to Perth.

Then, the air will always be ___________ and clean.
    And the skies always ___________
    and the trees always ___________.

Go to:
energystar.gov/kids
to learn more